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Abstract Preliminary results of a study of the propagation of

the quartet of stable isotopes of hydrogen and heliumare
reported. A mean pathlength of 7.5_+0.5 g/cm 2 at %300

MeV/nucleon is required to explain the low-energy deuterium

spectrum. This pathlength is consistent with pathlengths

derived from the elements with Z>2, but is a factor _2 lower

than the value required to explain the (Re/_e) measurement

of Jordan and P. Meyer (1984). The propagation calculations

reported here incorporate the preliminary results of an up-

dated nuclear-interaction cross section survey covering the
period since the review by J.P. Meyer (1972).

Introduction. The quartet of isotopes of hydrogen and helium constitute

a closely-coupled set of nuclides which provide strong constraints on the

cosmic ray source spectra and on the escape pathlength of cosmic rays
from the galaxy. (See Simpson (1971) for a review.) The recent measure-

ments of (3He/4He) in the energy range 5-10 GeV/nucleon by Jordan and P.

Meyer (1984) and Jordan (1985) require a pathlength of _15 g/cm 2 to ac-
count for the experimental data, which is inconsistent with the value _6

g/cm 2 inferred from CNO and their secondaries. (e.g. Garcia-Munoz et. al.

(1981)) In this paper, the pathlength traversed by low-energy II and He

during interstellar propagation is studied using the high-resolution, low

energy spectra of IH,2H and 4}le determined using the University of
Chicago IMP-8 telescope under solar minimum (1976-1977) conditions

(Beatty et. al. 1985 and references therein). It is found that
the observed fluxes of these nuclei

at low-energy are consistent with b,,, i.... t.... i ,, _.........

the pathlength deduced from the _ I_H ,if!

elements with Z>2, hut not with the ii_i:i!_ _ , 2H
much longer pathlengths required by !_iiiii_!_:_

the high energy He isotopic ratio. _ 1o2 _ _:_

Measurements. The 2Dlmeasurements _ !i__ D4 Energy Deposit

used in this work were obtain ed _ ii!ii__,_1 105-,o9_MeV

June 1976 to April 1977, at solar z

minimum modulation. 2H is iden-

tified by the (dE/dx) vs. residual

E method. The measurement of 2H is 1o0

most reliable near the end-of- ,_ _i_!_ _!i_il
range, where the 2H energy deposit 0 5 10 15 20 25
in the Csl(Tl) residual E detector D2(-dE/dX) Chonnel Number

(D4) is _30% greater than the

largest enerBy deposited by the Figure 1
more abundant _H (Figure l,insert).
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Introduction. The quartet of isotopes of hydrogen and helium constitute 
a closely-coupled set of nuclides which provide strong constraints on the 
cosmic ray source spectra and on the escape path length of cosmic rays 
from the galaxy. (See Simpson (1971) for a review.) The recent measure
ments of (3He/ 4He) in the energy range 5-10 GeV/nuc1eon by Jordan and P. 
Meyer (1984) and Jordan (1985) require a path1ength of ~15 g/cTJil to ac
count for the experimental data, which is inconsistent with the value ~ 
g/cm2 inferred from CNO and their secondaries. (e.g. Garcia-Munoz et. a1. 
(1981» In this paper, the path1ength traversed by low-energy H and He 
during interstellar propagation is studied using the high-resolution, low 
energy spectra of la,2H and .e determined using the University of 
Chicago IMP-8 telescope under solar minimum (1976-1977) conditions 
(Beatty et. a1. 1985 and references therein). It is found that 
the observed fluxes of these nuclei 
at low-energy are consistent with 
the path1ength deduced from the 
elements with Z>2, but not with the 
much longer path lengths required by 
the high energy He isotopic ratio. 

Measurements. The 2H measurements 
used in this work were obtained 0 
using the University of Chicago ~ 
IMP-8 telescope during the period E 

::J 

June 1976 to April 1977, at solar z 
minimum modulation. 2H is iden
tified by the (dE/dx) vs. residual 
E method. The measurement of 2JI is 
most reliable near the end-of
range, where the 2H energy deposit 
in the Csl(T1) residual E detector 
(D4) is ~30% greater than the 
largest eneryy deposited by the 
more abundant H (Figure 1,insert). 
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Plotting the number of counts per (-dE/dx) channel (D2), the 2H appears
as a peak superposed on a high energy interaction background. At solar

minimum, subtraction of this background leads to a correction of only

25%. The r.m.s, width of the 2H peak is 0.13 amu, corresponding to a FWHM
of 0.31 ainu. A more detailed discussion of the data analysis has been
presented in Beatty et. al. (1985).

Modelin_ of Cosmic Ray Propagation. The effects of interstellar propaga-

tion on an assumed cosmic ray source spectrum are computed using a
weighted-slab model (WSM), in which solutions of the equation describing
the passage of nuclei through interstellar matter

__J _ .dE . • .._

Sx= _-_(_Ji ) + Zk J" _,_i dE' - A±
are weighted by a pathlength weighting function (PLWF) to obtain the lo-

cal interstellar cosmic ray flux:
f

Jc.r.(E)= I dx P(E,X)Jslab(E,x)
For a leaky-box model (LBM) with energy-independent escape pathlength ,
it can be shown that the PLWF is an exponential: P(x)=exp(-x/%).
(Lezniak, 1979)

The calculation procedure used in this work includes the effect of
ionization energy loss at all energies, and includes kinematic energy-

changing effects in the reactions H(p,d w+ ) and He(p,d) He. Kinematic
effects in other reactions and energy losses due to elastic scattering

are small and have been neglected. Results of calculations including the
small effects neglected here will be published elsewhere (Beatty, 1985).

The nuclear interaction cross sections used here are the prelimi-

nary result of a survey in this laboratory of the experimental
cross section measurements performed since the i ....

compilation by J.P. Meyer (1972). The
remaining uncertainties in the cross sections

are largest for the production of deuterium by
the spallation of cosmic ray helium on the in- \ (T+200) -2'6

terstellar medium at energies above _500 MeV \_
per nucleon. _.

Solar modulation has been taken into ac- _ ",,,',,_,'\
count using the model of Evenson et. al.

(1983). For the solar minimum data discussed _ \\

here, the adiabatic deceleration parameter _ #x-\",,\

is 440 MV. -_ p-2._ "'Q',,\.,,,Q,,,
The Primary Energy Spectra. In the leaky box _ ,,\
propagation model, the local interstellar _ _A",\

spectra of IH and _ _He are simply related to _ 26 _,_,
the source spectrum and to the functional form (T+400)-

- of %(E). The pathlength for nuclear inelas-
tic interaction with the interstellar medium

is long compared with the expected escape .....

pathlength. Secondary production of these io2 1o3
species can be neglected because of their Energy(MeV/nucleon)

large source abundances. Energy loss effects
are less important than for heavier elements: Figure 2

the lowest energy local interstellar particles
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Solar modulation has been taken into ac
count using the model of Evenson et. al. 
(1983). For the solar minimum data discussed 
here, the adiabatic deceleration parameter 
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propagation model, the local interstellar 
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the source spectrum and to the functional form 
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tic interaction with the interstellar medium 
is long compared with the expected escape 
pathlength. Secondary production of these 
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are less important than for heavier elements: 
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which are seen at Earth

(i.e., which have local _ 1oI- . .......j _ :_-T-. ......i ........ 1oO

interstellar energies _ (a) _ (b) 5"

_U

greater than the energy _,.

Er_

lost during solar _

+. 10-I_'
modulation) have lost ? I0° - ++<20% of their initial _

energy during inter- ? _ +_.+_[_
stellar propagation. _ _ +
Under these conditions, _
the leaky box model -6 l°-I Deuterons 10-2 _._ t_

solution can be ap-_
proximated by the _

X

simple algebraic result _

J(E) = _(E) Q(E). In _ 10-2 _-U_ULU_I__U _J__UUI____LLLLU lO-3g101 102 103 101 10z I0 3
this paper, momentum Kinetic Energy (MeV/n)
power law source

spectra of the form FiKure 3 Computed 1 A.U. H, H, and He

dN = dJ -y spectra for a 7.5 g/cm pathlength under 1976-

dP dT _ p have 1977 solar minimum conditions. Panel (a): open

been used. Figure 2 circles, protons; filled circles, helium;

compares the chosen Garcia-Munoz et. el. (1977). Panel (b),

source spectrum deuterium: filled circles, Beatty et. al.

p-2.2 with the spectra (1985); crosses, Webber and Yushak (1983); up-

(T+200MeV) -2"6 used by per limits, Leech and O'Gallagher (1978).

J.P. Meyer (1974), and (T+400MeV) "2.6 used by Garcia-Munoz et. al.

(1981). The latter two spectra lead to a spectrum which is too steep when

the energy dependence of % (E) at high energies is taken into account, but

are similar to the momentum power-law spectrum above at energies below

several GeV/nucleon.

The source abundances used in this work are those of J.P. Meyer

(1985), except that the ratio IH/_He at constant energy/nucleon is deter-
mined to be _12.2 at low energy.

Deuterium Production. The pathlength is determined by the requirement
that the modulated deuterium flux at 1 A.U. match the value measured un-

der solar minimum conditions by the University of Chicago telescope on

IMP-8. Figure 3 shows the computed 1 H, 2 H, and _ He spectra together with

experimental data from this period. (See caption) The pathlength required

is 7.5 g/cm 2 , using the model of Evenson et. el. (1983) to describe the
effects of modulation during the 1976-1977 solar minimum. The error in

this pathlength due to the experimental uncertainties in the measured

fluxes is 0.5 g/cm2 .

Figure 4 illustrates the relative importance of contributions from

cosmic ray IH, _He, and CNO. The local interstellar spectrum has been

divided by the momentum power law source spectrum used in the

calculations. Because the contribution from cosmic ray IH is entirely due

to energy-changing kinematic processes, the importance of these reactions

is strongly dependent on the source spectral form and on the low-energy

behavior of I(E).
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Deuterium Production. The pathlength is determined by the requirement 
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Figure 4 illustrates the relative importance of contributions from 
cosmic ray 1H, 4He, and CNO. The local interstellar spectrum has been 
divided by the momentum power law source spectrum used in the 
calculations. Because the contribution from cosmic ray 1H is entirely due 
to energy-changing kinematic processes, the importance of these reactions 
is strongly dependent on the source spectral form and on the low-energy 
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Difficulties in the inter-

pretation of weighted-slab models Contributionsto

arise when energy-changing _stellar 2H
processes become important. Lezniak c_ -

(1979) has compared the LBM to the _ ._____f/_WSM, and has noted cases in which Total

the mean of the WSM exponential X _ C.R 4H

PLWF and the value of the LBM es-

cape pathlength are not equivalent.

We have investigated the importance 00 _.C.R.IH
of these effects on the quartet. "_ J \J //_._ CNOFor the case where %(E) increases
with increasing energy as E°°5 --o9
(Garcia-Munoz et. al. 1981; Ormes
and Protheroe 1983), the effect of

ionization energy loss will in- ] ,\__j....I . . ,,....
crease 2H production by _5%, and 02 103 1°4

the effect of energy-changing Energy(MeV/nucleon)
processes involving cosmic ray 1 H

will increase 2H by _i0-20%. It Figure 4
should be noted that in both cases

the WSM

underestimates the production of 2H relative to the corresponding LBM,
and therefore overestimates the pathlength traversed in the case where

%(E) increases with increasing energy. The quantitative analysis of the
case of energy-dependent PLWFs will be published elsewhere (Beatty,
1985).
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underestimates the production of 2H relative to the corresponding LBM, 
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A(E) increases with increasing energy. The quantitative analysis of the 

. case of energy-dependent PLWFs will be published elsewhere (Beatty, 
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